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CANADIAN INTERIOR DESIGNER AND FURNITURE MANUFACTURER PARTNER TO MAKE LUXURY,
SUSTAINABLE FURNITURE AND DONATE TO WORLD WILDLIFE FUND CANADA.
TORONTO, ON, Jan 27, 2011--- Jane Lockhart, Interior Designer, B.A.A.I.D, Intern A.R.I.D.O. and Gresham
House Furniture Manufacturing have partnered to design and manufacture the all-Canadian Jane Lockhart
Platinum Series in Mississauga, Ontario.
Jane Lockhart of Jane Lockhart Interior Design in Toronto has been designing interiors and furniture for
19 years and is the popular celebrity designer who hosts W Networkʼs top rated Colour Confidential and
HGTV USʼs, Get Color. Launching at the 2011 Interior Design Show (IDS) January 27-30, Jane has
partnered with Gresham House, a leading Canadian manufacturer of fine furniture, to produce the Jane
Lockhart Platinum Series. (Visit Booth #2315 to see the Jane Lockhart Platinum Series)
Available to designers across Canada, this exclusive collection of luxury, sustainable upholstery pieces
includes five classic styles that will work beautifully in the finest modern or traditional interiors. Each piece
features solid Canadian hardwood frame construction, Canadian goose feather or down fill, eco-friendly
foam and two frame depths. Styles include the Clooney, Heath, Manchester, Robson and York. All pieces
are available as chairs, demi-sofas, full sofas and sectionals.
“Canadians have great style and make great furniture,” says Lockhart. “Gresham House was a natural
choice to manufacture the Jane Lockhart Platinum Series. The company is well known in the design
industry for making 100% Canadian fine quality, sustainable furniture with no limit to the amount of
customization available.”
Marilyn Roberts, Principal of Gresham House says, “Gresham House is proud to produce the Jane Lockhart
Platinum Series and look forward to offering Janeʼs exclusive luxury line to our discriminating designers. Like
Jane, we are also committed to high quality and sustainable design. We believe this new collection proves
you can have both.”
A donation will be made to WWF-Canada from the sale of each piece from the Jane Lockhart Platinum
Series. “By making a donation to an organization like WWF-Canada, together Jane and I are further
supporting the environment and understand the importance giving back wherever possible,” says Marilyn.
Jane and Marilyn firmly believe that by corporately supporting the environment and committing to the
production of high-quality, sustainable Canadian-crafted products, designers and consumers will begin to
look for home-based, Canadian-made products. By understanding the benefits of buying local we can all
make a profound, positive impact on our environment.
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